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The Vesuvius Club 2008-11-17 an extraordinary and death defying tour of edwardian low life and

high society accompanied by our host lucifer box esq artist dandy rake and lethal secret agent

lucifer box is the darling of the edwardian belle monde society s most fashionable portrait painter

is a wit a dandy a rake the guest all hostesses and not a few hosts must have but few know that

lucifer box is also his majesty s most accomplished and daring secret agent beneath london s

façade of imperial grandeur and divine aesthetes seethes an underworld of crazed anarchists

murder and despicable vice and box is at home in both and so of course when britain s most

prominent scientists begin turning up dead there is only one man his country can turn to lucifer

box ruthlessly deduces and seduces his way from his elegant townhouse at number 9 downing

street all his father left him to private stews of london and the seediest most colourful back alleys

of italy in search of the mighty secret society that may hold the fate of the world in its claw like

hands the vesuvius club

Ghost Stories 2016-10-06 sherlock star mark gatiss selects and introduces chilling tales by the

unsung master of the classic ghost story e f benson there s nothing sinister about a london bus

nothing supernatural could occur on a busy tube platform there s nothing terrifying about a little

caterpillar and a telephone what could be scary about that don t be frightened of the dark corners

of your room don t be alarmed by a sudden inexplicable chill there s no need for a ticking clock a

limping footstep or a knock at the door to start you trembling there s nothing to be scared of

nothing at all

Black Butterfly 2009-02-10 knave joker queen lucifer box is back the hero of the vesuvius club

and the devil in amber returns with an artistic licence to kill and the deadliest mission of his

career a new queen has been crowned an old enemy has resurfaced and the world is about to

be embraced by the lethal wings of the black butterfly lucifer box he s tall he s dark and like the

shark he looks for trouble or so he wishes for with queen elizabeth newly established on her

throne the now elderly secret agent is reaching the end of his scandalous career despite his fast

approaching retirement however queer events leave box unable to resist investigating one last

case why have pillars of the establishment started dying in reckless accidents who are the deadly

paymasters of enigmatic assassin kingdom kum and who or what is the mysterious black butterfly

from the seedy streets of soho to the souks of istanbul and the sun drenched shores of jamaica

box must use his artistic licence to confront and kill an enemy with its roots in his own notorious

past can lucifer box save the day before the dying of the light

The Devil in Amber 2007-01-09 lucifer box his majesty s most daring and depraved secret agent

returns in a mystery set some twenty years after the scandalous events of the vesuvius club this

time he faces treachery within his own service and a fascist messiah with a peculiarly satanic

design lucifer box the gorgeous butterfly of king bertie s reign portraitist dandy and terribly good
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secret agent is feeling his age assigned to observe the activities of fascist leader olympus mons

and his fanatical amber shirts in a snow bound 1920s new york box finds himself framed for a

vicious murder using all his native cunning box escapes aboard a vessel bound for england

armed only with a broadway midget s suitcase and a string of unanswered questions what lies

hidden in the bleak norfolk convent of st bede what is the lamb that olympus mons searches for

in his bid for world domination and what has all this to do with a medieval prayer intended to

summon the devil himself from the glittering sophistication of art deco manhattan to the eerie

norfolk coast and the snow capped peaks of switzerland the devil in amber takes us on a thrilling

ride that pits lucifer box against the most lethal adversary of his career the prince of darkness

himself

Doctor Who: The Crimson Horror (Target Collection) 2021-03-11 we must get to the bottom of

this dark and queer business no matter what the cost something ghastly is afoot in victorian

yorkshire something that kills bodies are washing up in the canal their skin a waxy glowing red

but just what is this crimson horror madam vastra jenny and strax are despatched to investigate

the mystery strangely reluctant to assist their enquiries is mrs winifred gillyflower matriarch of

sweetville a seemingly utopian workers community why do all roads lead to the team s old

friends clara and the doctor who is mrs gillyflower s mysterious silent partner mr sweet and will

the motley gang be in time to defeat the mysterious power that threatens all the world with its

poison

Queers 2017 queers celebrates a century of evolving social attitudes and political milestones in

british gay history as seen through the eyes of eight individuals

Last of the Gaderene 2013 the doctor who 50th anniversary collection eleven classic adventures

eleven brilliant writers one incredible doctor

Sherlock: The Essential Arthur Conan Doyle Adventures 2015-11-12 the hit bbc series sherlock

has introduced a whole new generation of fans to arthur conan doyle s legendary detective in

this unique collection sherlock co creators steven moffat and mark gatiss have selected their all

time favourite sherlock holmes adventures providing readers a curated masterclass in crime

fiction each of these nineteen tales from sherlock s first appearance in a study in scarlet to the

late classic the dying detective is a potent mix of murder suspense cryptic clues red herrings and

revenge a ground breaking combination of forensic science and bold storytelling sherlock holmes

established new rules for what a fictional hero could be and provided a template for detective

stories we still follow today with introductions by steven and mark for each story this beautifully

designed collection is the perfect introduction to the world of sherlock holmes and the ultimate

gift for fans of the show it inspired the selected stories a study in scarlet the sign of four a

scandal in bohemia the red headed league a case of identity the man with the twisted lip the blue
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carbuncle the speckled band silver blaze the yellow face the musgrave ritual the greek interpreter

the final problem the hound of the baskervilles the empty house charles augustus milverton the

bruce partington plans the devil s foot the dying detective

James Whale, a Biography, Or, The Would-be Gentleman 1995 through interviews with those

who knew and worked with james whale this biography examines his extraordinary rise to

prominence the gay sensibility of his films and the popular theory that hollywood homophobia led

directly to his downfall

Doctor Who 2017-06-21 monsters of the mind kill all in their path

The Madness of King George 1995 30 years into his reign the king of england starts to go a little

mad his court hires a new radical doctor to try to cure him but what he really needs in the love of

a good queen

Doctor Who Nightshade 2016-08-07 monsters of the mind kill all in their path mark gatiss born 17

october 1966 is an english actor and writer he is best known as a member of the comedy team

the league of gentlemen and is one of only three people to have both written for and acted in

doctor who

The League of Gentlemen's Book of Precious Things 2007 the league of gentlemen have been

making audiences laugh for years but what makes them tick and what is behind their dark

twisted humour in this book all four members have assembled a stunning collection of prose

poetry sketches lyrics and classic film scenes to create a very special book of precious things the

league of gentlemen was critically acclaimed when the first series was shown on bbc2 in 1999

already known from their radio show on the town the league were much discussed with their

unique mixture of very black comedy and harrowing social observation set in the fictional town of

royston vasey with a mind blowing mixture of influences from hammer horror carry on and martin

amis to monty python shakespeare and victoria wood the league are utterly unique and more

than a little disturbing

Agatha Christie's Poirot 2015 i am an expert on witchcraft doctor but i wish to learn more before

you die i want answers the tardis lands in the lancashire village of bilehurst cragg in the 17th

century and the doctor ryan graham and yaz soon become embroiled in a witch trial run by the

local landowner fear stalks the land and the arrival of king james i only serves to intensify the

witch hunt but the doctor soon realises there is something more sinister than paranoia and

superstition at work tendrils of living mud stir in the ground and the dead lurch back to horrifying

life as an evil alien presence begins to revive the doctor and her friends must save not only the

people of bilehurst cragg from the wakening forces but the entire world

Doctor Who: The Witchfinders (Target Collection) 2021-03-11 darkness never prevails while

staying home was a vital safety measure in 2020 the freedom of the tardis remained a dream
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that drew many allowing them to roam the cosmos in search of distraction reassurance and

adventure now some of the finest tv doctor who writers come together with gifted illustrators in

this very special short story collection in support of bbc children in need current and former

showrunners chris chibnall russell t davies and steven moffat present exciting adventures for the

doctor conceived in confinement alongside brand new fiction from neil gaiman mark gatiss and

vinay patel also featuring work from chris riddell joy wilkinson paul cornell sonia leong sophie

cowdrey mike collins and many more adventures in lockdown is a book for any doctor who fan in

your life stories that will send your heart spinning wildly through time and space 2 25 from every

copy sold in the uk of doctor who adventures in lockdown will benefit children in need registered

charity number 802052 in england wales and sc039557 in scotland

Doctor Who: Adventures in Lockdown 2020-11-05 a handsome new tutor brings reckless romantic

desire to an eccentric household over three days one summer the young and the old will learn

lessons in love first love and forbidden love maternal love and platonic love ridiculous love and

last love the love left unsaid and the love which must out ivan turgenev s passionate moving

comedy a month in the country has been a source of inspiration for films a ballet and the plays of

chekhov patrick marber s three days in the country premiered at the national theatre london in

june 2015 in association with sonia friedman productions

Three Days in the Country 2015-08-06 sherlock manga printed in english in the us for the first

time adapting the episodes of the smash hit tv series starring worldwide superstars benedict

cumberbatch doctor strange and martin freeman the hobbit holmes and watson tackle brain

teasing crimes in modern day london in this stunning manga presented in its original right to left

reading order and in the full chapters as originally serialized meet holmes and watson for the first

time all over again

Sherlock Vol. 1: A Study in Pink 2017-02-28 a gripping historical play that dramatises a crucial

moment of english history

55 Days 2012 a love letter to british sci fi television both those that make it and those that adore

this work asks the question can you really be friends with a fan

Dark Sublime 2019 with the english civil war won the parliamentarians are struggling to hang on

to power but plans are being made to rescue the defeated king charles from his prison with ben

press ganged and put on board a mysterious ship bound for amsterdam polly becomes an

unwitting accomplice in the plot to rescue the king the doctor can t help because he and jamie

have been arrested and sent to the tower of london charged with conspiracy can the doctor and

jamie escape find ben and rescue polly while making sure that history remains on its proper

course this is an adventure set in the aftermath of the english civil war featuring the second

doctor as played by patrick troughton and his companions ben polly and jamie
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The Roundheads 2015-02-12 strange things begin to happen the minute young kay harker

boards the train to go home for christmas and finds himself under observation by two very shifty

looking characters arriving at his destination the boy is immediately accosted by a bright eyed old

man with a mysterious message the wolves are running soon danger is everywhere as a gang of

criminals headed by the notorious wizard abner brown and his witch wife sylvia daisy pouncer

gets to work what does abner brown want the magic box that the old man has entrusted to kay

which allows him to travel freely not only in space but in time too the gang will stop at nothing to

carry out their plan even kidnapping kay s friend the tough little maria jones and threatening to

cancel christmas celebrations altogether but with the help of his allies including an intrepid

mouse a squadron of roman soldiers the legendary herne the hunter and the inventor of the box

of delights himself kay just may be able rescue his friend foil abner brown s plot and save

christmas too at once a thriller a romp and a spellbinding fantasy the box of delights is a great

english children s book and a perfect christmas treat

The Box of Delights 2013-11-13 it has been some years since jonathan and mina harker survived

their ordeal in transylvania and vanquishing count dracula returned to england to try and live

ordinary lives but shadows linger long and the older their son quincey gets the deeper the

shadows at the heart of the harker family whilst on the continent the vestiges of something

forgotten long is finally beginning to stir

Dracula's Child 2020-09-22 boyscan still hold its own mart crowley s point is about how the

humor is shaped and defined by the pain the new york times the boys in the bandwas the first

commercially successful play to reveal gay life to mainstream america alyson is proud to release

a special fortieth anniversary edition of the play which includes an original preface by acclaimed

writer tony kushner angels in america along with previously unpublished photographs of mart

crowley and the cast of the play film mart crowley s other plays include the autobiographicala

breeze from the gulf 1973 andthe men from the boys 2002

The Boys in the Band 2008 the creator of smersh pod explores his favorite bond films and the

other ones too in this irreverent celebration of the spy thriller franchise the bond films have

entertained annoyed excited bored aroused and invigorated moviegoers for generations who

hasn t wanted to kick a big bloke with metal teeth in the groin fly a small plane out of a pretend

horse s bottom or push a middle aged man into space no one that s who john rain host of the

bond podcast smersh pod affectionately examines bond with tongue firmly in cheek in

thunderbook with a chapter devoted to every bond film from dr no to spectre thunderbook

examines all the moments that are funny silly rubbish nonsensical bizarre and interesting an

irreverent celebration of agent 007 this is the go to companion book for bond fans

Thunderbook 2020-01-07 a sequel to the vesuvius club finds bisexual super spy lucifer box
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tackling a post world war i mission to infiltrate a fascist organization under the leadership of

olympus mons an assignment that is complicated when lucifer is erroneously charged with

murdering his informant original 30 000 first printing

The Devil in Amber 2007-01-09 the aerodrome in culverton has new owners and they promise an

era of prosperity for the idyllic village but former spitfire pilot alex whistler is suspicious when

black shirted troops appear on the streets he contacts his old friend brigadier lethbridge stewart

at u n i t the third doctor is sent to investigate and soon uncovers a sinister plot to colonise the

earth the gaderene are on their way an adventure featuring the third doctor as played by jon

pertwee and his companion jo

Doctor Who: Last of the Gaderene 2013-03-07 manga adaptation of the second sherlock bbc

episode starring worldwide superstars benedict cumberbatch doctor strange and martin freeman

the hobbit a mysterious break in at a bank some enigmatic symbols hidden dangers could the

case of the blind banker be too dangerous even for holmes and watson to handle

Invaders from Mars 2002-01-01 mark gatiss cult creation lucifer box as you ve never seen him

before in a new graphic novel edition of his first adventure on it s first publication mark gatiss the

vesuvius clubwas critically acclaimed as an inspired cult creation now you are invited more

intimately into the world of lucifer box as his first adventure plays out in this graphic novel edition

here lucifer box the greatest portraitist of the edwardian age and england s most dashing secret

agent investigates a series of bizarre disappearances and plunges headlong into low life and

high society who is killing britain s most prominent vulcanologists what secrets lie beyond the

grave see him confront the purple undead instruct the mysterious and beguiling bella pok

disguise himself with a false mustache face an ominous evil in the depths of a volcano and come

to grips with his new manservant charlie jackpot a fiendishly unputdownable treat for the

discerning mature reader

Sherlock Vol. 2: The Blind Banker 2017-10-10 ned melcombe s thoughts are occupied by lewis

his first and only love but with the outbreak of the civil war ned becomes a soldier in cromwell s

army only to discover that lewis has chosen to fight as one of the king s men a decision that may

keep them apart forever

The Vesuvius Club 2005 the fourth installment of the critically acclaimed manga adaption of bbc

hit sherlock introduces the femme fatale and the detective s famous rival irene adler fresh from

confronting moriarty in the end of the great game sherlock holmes benedict cumberbatch and

john watson martin freeman are called to save the royal family from blackmail at the hands of

irene adler lara pulver a dominatrix known as the woman adler pulls sherlock into a complex web

of mysteries involving the cia and the mod with secrets that could threaten to threaten

international security and topple the monarchy
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The King's Men 1997 penguin readers is an elt graded reader series please note that the ebook

edition does not include access to the audio edition and digital book written for learners of

english as a foreign language each title includes carefully adapted text new illustrations and

language learning exercises titles include popular classics exciting contemporary fiction and

thought provoking non fiction introducing language learners to bestselling authors and compelling

content the eight levels of penguin readers follow the common european framework of reference

for language learning cefr exercises at the back of each reader help language learners to

practise grammar vocabulary and key exam skills before during and after reading questions test

readers story comprehension and develop vocabulary dracula a level 3 reader is a2 in the cefr

framework the text is made up of sentences with up to three clauses introducing first conditional

past continuous and present perfect simple for general experience it is well supported by

illustrations which appear on most pages jonathan harker visits a castle in transylvania to help a

man named count dracula to buy a house in england while he is there he discovers many terrible

things about the count as strange things begin to happen in england jonathan sees that count

dracula must be stopped visit the penguin readers website register to access online resources

including tests worksheets and answer keys exclusively with the print edition readers can unlock

a digital book and audio edition not available with the ebook

Sherlock: A Scandal in Belgravia Part 1 2020-10-06 the japanese sherlock manga comes to the

usa and uk for the first time ever adapting the episodes of the smash hit bbc america hartswood

films tv show that sees sherlock benedict cumberbatch and watson martin freeman tackling brain

teasing crimes in modern day london this stunning manga is presented in its original right to left

reading order and in the full chapters as originally serialised each oversized issue comes with a

selection of brand new covers by some of the best sherlock artists around 1 kicks things off with

a 52 pp special meet sherlock and watson for the first time all over again please note that this is

formatted as a manga title and reads right to left

Penguin Readers Level 3: Dracula (ELT Graded Reader) 2020-07-30 an extraordinary collection of

31 short stories of the supernatural and the weird from e f benson one of the greatest horror and

fantasy writers

Sherlock 2018-10 a christmas sky original film starring mark gatiss simon callow and tamsin greig

an enthralling ghost story with a time travelling twist when you come to the house you will hear

strange tales they will tell you in the village that it is haunted but you must not be afraid when the

time comes you will know what to do mr blunden s words echoed through lucy s ears as she

explored the house it was such an old house that it seemed to lucy as if all the past was

gathered up inside it as if in a great box as though it had a life of its own that continued to exist

just beyond the reach of her eyes and ears did mr blunden who went out of his way to offer their
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mother the job as caretaker mean to help or hurt them could she and her brother jamie really

help those troubled ghosts from another age charming magical and life affirming antonia barber s

clever and moving tale has become a much loved favourite the wheel of time spins and off we go

into an unforgettable adventure mark gatiss

The Horror-Horn 2015-01-14 catching bullets is a love letter to james bond duran duran title

sequences and bolting down your tea quick enough to watch roger moore falling out of a plane

without a parachute

The Amazing Mr Blunden 2021-12-09 peter and debbie are enjoying a cruise a celebration of

twenty years of marriage and a break from their annoying teenagers they befriend fellow

passenger elsa jean krakowski an eccentric american with a fondness for donald trump there s

something slightly unsettling in her overeager friendliness but there s no point rocking the boat if

you re about to get off it back home in the comfort of suburbia elsa suddenly turns up on peter

and debbie s doorstep unexpectedly and when they look up their house guest online unearthing

some hair raising evidence their good nature is challenged as never before what kind of danger

have they allowed to take up residence in their guest room and can they bring themselves to say

anything about it sometimes the truth is just too impolite steven moffat s play the unfriend takes a

hilarious and satirical look at middle class england s disastrous instinct always to appear nice it

was first performed at the minerva theatre chichester in may 2022 directed by mark gatiss with a

cast including amanda abbington frances barber and reece shearsmith

Catching Bullets 2012-09-01 montague rhodes james om ma fba 1 august 1862 12 june 1936

who used the publication name m r james was an english author medievalist scholar and provost

of king s college cambridge 1905 1918 and of eton college 1918 1936 he is best remembered for

his ghost stories which are regarded as among the best in the genre james redefined the ghost

story for the new century by abandoning many of the formal gothic clichés of his predecessors

and using more realistic contemporary settings however james s protagonists and plots tend to

reflect his own antiquarian interests accordingly he is known as the originator of the antiquarian

ghost story james was born in goodnestone parsonage near dover in kent england although his

parents had associations with aldeburgh in suffolk from the age of three 1865 until 1909 his

home if not always his residence was at the rectory in great livermere suffolk this had also been

the childhood home of another eminent suffolk antiquary honest tom martin 1696 1771 of

palgrave several of his ghost stories are set in suffolk including oh whistle and i ll come to you

my lad felixstowe a warning to the curious aldeburgh rats and a vignette great livermere he lived

for many years first as an undergraduate then as a don and provost at king s college cambridge

where he was also a member of the pitt club the university provides settings for several of his

tales apart from medieval subjects james studied the classics and appeared very successfully in
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a staging of aristophanes play the birds with music by hubert parry his ability as an actor was

also apparent when he read his new ghost stories to friends at christmas time in september 1873

he arrived as a boarder at temple grove school one of the leading boys preparatory schools of

the day james is best known for his ghost stories but his work as a medievalist scholar was

prodigious and remains highly respected in scholarly circles indeed the success of his stories

was founded on his antiquarian talents and knowledge his discovery of a manuscript fragment

led to excavations in the ruins of the abbey at bury st edmunds west suffolk in 1902 in which the

graves of several twelfth century abbots described by jocelyn de brakelond a contemporary

chronicler were rediscovered having been lost since the dissolution his 1917 edition of the latin

lives of saint aethelberht king and martyr english historical review 32 remains authoritative he

catalogued many of the manuscript libraries of the cambridge colleges among his other scholarly

works he wrote the apocalypse in art which placed illuminated apocalypse manuscripts into

families he also translated the new testament apocrypha and contributed to the encyclopaedia

biblica 1903 his ability to wear his learning lightly is apparent in his suffolk and norfolk dent 1930

in which a great deal of knowledge is presented in a popular and accessible form and in abbeys

great western railway 1925 james also achieved a great deal during his directorship of the

fitzwilliam museum in cambridge 1893 1908 he managed to secure a large number of important

paintings and manuscripts including notable portraits by titian james was provost of eton college

from 1918 to 1936 he died in 1936 and was buried in eton town cemetery

The Unfriend 2022-05-26 dyson and nyman s worldwide cult phenomenon in print for the first

time time

Martin's Close 2014-10-06

Ghost Stories 2019
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